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MMI welcomes  Canon Andrew White as an MMI Patron

The wind stirred the

leaves of the trees which

shaded the remains of the

5th Century Christian

basilica at Gela in the

Rodopi Mountains.

Thirty people from the Armed

Forces of nine European

countries gathered in a close

circle to pray in their own lan-

guage; heartfelt, passionate

prayers and there was imme-

diately a palpable sense of

the presence of God; He was

so close, right there with us. I

read aloud Jesus’ words from

John 20, “Peace be with 

you,” 

and “Receive the Holy Spirit.”

And we felt the Lord

amongst us, touching our

lives afresh. It was deeply

moving.

This precious moment of

communion with God and

each other was one of the

many highlights of our recent

European Summer Activities

Retreat, in Bulgaria, organ-

ised by Grozdan Stoevski,

MMI Team Leader for 

Europe, his wife Slavica and

members of the Bulgarian

MCF. For the full story of

blessing, great fellowship,

teaching and exciting moun

tain trekking see pages 4&5.

“To become Patron of MMI is

such a joy and an honour.

I am a professional peace-

maker, but I know at the heart

of our world and ministry

there has always been the 

reality that it is the military

around the world who are the

biggest peace-keepers.

MMI is at the very heart of 

international peace-keeping. 

We pray that the church and

Christian community will wake

up to the fact that 

organizations like MMI are at

the very heart of peacemaking

ministry and the work of the

Almighty.”Canon Andrew White

‘Never in my wildest dreams did I think I was going to

meet someone from the Royal family. 
Mrs Bahadur asked me to meet HRH Prince Charles. I

queued up with some others and met and shook hands and

said I was from Nepal and had come to see my Nepali

friends in Uk.’ 

Chiranjivi (‘Steve’) Sharma’s UK visit page 3.

We are delighted that Canon Andrew White has agreed to

become a Patron of MMI.

A palpable sense of the presence of God in the Rodopi Mountains

Sat 26th Oct 

MMI ‘Strategic Prayer’ Prayer

Day

in Winchester 
Details on page 7
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Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ,

‘But thanks be to God, who in Christ always

leads us in triumphal procession, and

through us spreads the fragrance of the

knowledge of him everywhere’ (2 Cor 2:14)

As I leaned into my keyboard to type this introduction to our

Newsletter, I was thrilled by this thought from Paul. When we

are in Him, He leads us in triumphal procession, with joy and

thanksgiving, and we also have the privilege of being party to

His work of spreading the fragrant knowledge of Him 

wherever we go. Isn’t that wonderful?

We are delighted to inform you that Canon Andrew White

(the Vicar of Baghdad) has agreed to become a Patron of

MMI. Sue Millard and I have had the privilege recently, on

different occasions, of spending time with him and his 

wonderful team, Esther and Callum. I had previously agreed

with our long-standing current Patron, Lord Dannatt, and our

wonderful trustees that it seemed right judiciously and

prayerfully to seek to widen our patronage as we build for the

future. Andrew, who I have known since we worked and 

worshipped together in Baghdad in 2008, was firmly on my

heart. It was a joy to receive his letter of acceptance and I

was deeply encouraged by his pleasure at being asked, and

his immediate desire to help and support our work, particu-

larly in the Middle East and amongst ‘sending churches’ at

home. Praise God for His triumphal leading and we look 

forward to collaborating with Andrew in the many ways that

we sense God wants us to into the future. Please pray for

Andrew, his wife Caroline and sons Josiah and Jacob, and

for Andrew’s staff Esther and Callum.

In August, I had the joy of participating in our European

Summer Activities Retreat in Bulgaria with a fine group of

military folk from around Europe. I report on this elsewhere

but it was a wonderful, exciting and joyful time of mountain

hikes and prayerful sessions together, with much laughter

and singing, in superb weather conditions. I am deeply 

grateful to Grozdan and Slavica Stoevski for the enormous

amount of time and effort they took to plan and execute what

was a complex retreat programme, with the usual visa and

travel issues thrown in! There is no doubt that the Lord

blessed lives during this retreat.

Looking ahead, may I encourage you strongly to keep 

Saturday 26th October 2019 firmly in your diaries? This is

our second prayer day of the year and will take place at 

Winchester Vineyard, thanks to Mark Hibbert-Hingston.

There is much to pray about as we look to the future.

Finally, we continue to trust God for the resources to go to

Madagascar (I think we have the funds now, thanks to gener-

ous support from the IAEC!), India (we are getting close to

full funding), Sao Tome ( we don’t have the funds), West

Africa (ditto) and Lebanon (also ditto). We would love to be

able to meet to encourage our brothers and sisters in these

places so would you join with us in asking the Lord to 

release us to go? 

Every blessing,

General Roddy Porter

MMI Chief Executive -Team Leader  

AMCF Vice Presidents have been invited to the Annual 

Conference of the Catholic Apostolat Militaire International (AMI)

since Mark and Anthea Fillingham led the way, followed by Brian

and Jean Parker and then Mike & Nicky-Sue Terry.  Senior mem-

bers of AMI attended the MMI Supporters’ Weekend in 2013 and

2017, and MMI now has an AMI member attending the Executive

Committee.  These meetings led to a desire to explore potential

closer working and cooperation as AMI’s aim is “Strengthening

Christian values within the Armed Forces worldwide”, which sits

well with AMCF’s and MMI’s aims.  

Accordingly, on 15 and 16 July, MMI CE/TL MG Roddy Porter

and AMCF VP (ESC) Rev Cdr Mike Terry, with Nicky-Sue, trav-

elled to Den Helder in The Netherlands to meet with AMI Presi-

dent V Adm Mattheiu Borsboom RNlN and AMI VP Capt. Frank

Marcus RNlN, and their wives, Ernie and Ineke.  It was wonderful

to spend time getting

to know each other

better during a fun

and a fruitful time of

fellowship.  We

learned more about

each other’s organi-

sations, aims and de-

sires for the future,

and agreed there is

certainly scope to ex-

plore more detailed

cooperation.  

In short, it was an intense but very positive two-day meeting, full

of opportunity and potential.  Please pray on for these encourag-

ing contacts to bear much fruit for God’s kingdom in the militaries

of the world!

God open’s further doors with AMI

RTL Middle East, Richard Meryon, will be in Jordan with

Flame International in November and hopes to go on to visit

Lebanon and possibly Syria. While in Jordan he plans to

meet with the AMCF VP, BGen Isam Oumeish, MCF leader,

Muafaq and other Jordanian believers, serving and retired. 

In Lebanon, he hopes to connect with a variety of pastors

who have serving soldiers in their churches, and hopefully

with the President of the Evangelical Network in Lebanon

and Syria. Richard hopes the AMCF VP will be able to  join

him.

The Middle East RPPG will next meet in late October.

by AMCF VP Europe (SC) Rev Cdr Mike Terry

From the Middle East desk 

Above: Ernie & Mathieu Borsboom, Roddy Porter, Nicky-Sue & Mike

Terry, Frank & Ineke Marcus at the Dutch Naval Club in Den Helder.



The LORD will guard

you from all evil; He

will preserve your

soul. The LORD will

watch over your com-

ing and going, both

now and forever-

more. Psalm 121:7-8

“I am one hundred per-

cent certain God was

leading my path on this

UK trip. I was totally

lost in London, drag-

ging 2 heavy suitcases.

Seeing a restaurant

sign written in Nepali, I went inside. The

owner gave me a free of glass of juice

and called a taxi to take me to my ren-

dezvous. The taxi driver, a Pakistani, had

lived in Kathmandu and was like an angel

to me. In fact all of my journeys to meet

Gurkha soldiers in the UK and other

friends of MMI were “on trust”. I had no

firm plan of who to visit.  But God knows

our going out and coming in and has a

perfect plan. Wow”.

The itinerary proved difficult to pull to-

gether and required much prayer and per-

severance. In retrospect the challenge

may have been “spiritual warfare” due to

Steve breaking new ground with serving

Gurkhas in the UK. Speaking engage-

ments with Gurkha soldiers and families in

Colchester and Aldershot were graciously

facilitated by Rev Cole Maynard. In visits

to Gurkha Units in UK, Steve was 

assisted by local SASRA officers. 

“Padre Cole and Fiona were amazing

hosts and enabled me to speak to an

English Church and then preach in the

Nepali Prashansaha church in Colchester.

It was a powerful time of fellowship and

an overwhelming experience and sense of

belonging to meet brothers and sisters in

Christ from Nepal. Mr Tanka Rai, an elder

in this church is a vibrant man, converted

from a rowdy soldier to a humble and

smiling person taking care of his fellow

congregation with faith, love and prayer.  

I shared from the parable of the talents,

highlighting that our family is a like a tal-

ent that God has given us and it is our 

responsibility to steward and grow it to be

more fruitful. There was a great interest to

learn and grow,and I saw the hunger for

prayer and hunger to develop relationship

with God.

In Aldershot  I spent a day with  scripture

reader Mr Jim Henderson, a very

humble and committed man. We

were able to visit an army train-

ing centre and Gurkha barracks

where we met some Gurkhas

and talked about our faith”

In Edinburgh, there was a won-

derful time of fellowship and

prayer hosted by Neil and Bar-

bara Innes and a local Edinburgh

SASRA prayer group. “Neil and

Barbara, Bijendra and several

others are committed to praying

for Nepal. This was the fellow-

ship of the late M.S Rana, a co-

founder of Nepal MCF. Afterwards I was

privileged to pray at the bedside of  Com-

mander retd Ian Bartholomew.” (Ian re-

mains brain injured but has shown small

but definite signs of recovery. Thanks be

to God.) The following day Steve briefed

the RPPG in Scotland on NMCF outreach

to military families. There is still an oppor-

tunity for a “called  person” to be our link

in the UK, for work with women’s

ministry in Nepal. 

“After my 3 day visit to Scotland, It

was a great to meet Roddy Porter,

Sue Millard, and later trustees of

MMI.  I spoke to the trustees and

local supporters of the wonderful,

amazing work that God was doing

amongst the soldiers and their fam-

ily members and the growth of

MCF through seminars, visits and social

activities. I shared that my visit was to

stand with all our soldiers and build a net-

work for prayers in future.My next visit

was to my old friends, Jos and Ruth

MCabe in Portsmouth where we enjoyed

a lovely dinner with several supporters

and guests and I met Mr Homnath and

Sharada Dhakal, who are willing to pray

for the ministry. Then on to brother Paddy

and  Sue Gallaugher who  hosted me - we

had a great time rowing on the Thames

and fellowshipping together. 

On my 2nd Sunday I spoke at one the

biggest Nepali churches in Aldershot

where I met Ms Deborah Angdembe and

Mr Laxmi Limbu and several other

Nepalis. I spoke briefly about family min-

istry in Nepal. Many families came to see

me after the service, wanting to know

more about the family ministry, some even

requesting training.” 

After several setbacks and disappoint-

ments, Steve was finally invited to 1GR in

Shorncliffe Barracks where he had fellow-

ship with Christian Gurkhas and their fam-

ilies. “Co-incidentally” at Shorncliffe, Steve

met  HRH Prince Charles who is Colonel

in Chief of the Gurkhas.

“My next visit was to Shorncliffe Barracks

Folkstone. I prayed to God that whoever

He placed on my path I would share and

pray with them. My journey ended with a

wonderful outcome - meeting Captain Ba-

hadur Budhamagar and his family. With-

out knowing me, they welcomed and

hosted me. We had an amazing fellow-

ship with new and young Gurkha soldiers.

I shared the ministry of Nepal MCF and

requested their prayers and discussed

how we can be of help to one another in

the future. 

I met many new and old friends and 

supporters. My visit to UK has opened

new doors. We still face the daunting task

of building families and working with

churches around Nepal.  My wife Prasula

has left her work with Worldvision to work

with military families across Nepal. We

are unsupported in many areas. 

Please do stand with us 

and pray for us.”

Message from CE-TL Nepal     
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MMI welcomed Chiranjivi (‘Steve’) Sharma to UK in July. Steve is Pastor Indra’s son in law (Indra leads the MCF

in Nepal) and is a key leader in Nepal MCF.

by  Steve Sharma + RTL S Asia Paddy Hughes



“We felt the Lord amongst us” on the Summer Adventure Retreat
by Gen Roddy Porter MMI CE-TL
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This year SAR moved venue and

pivoted around three days of hik-

ing in Bulgaria’s beautiful Rodopi

Mountains. It attracted the  largest

group yet to attend SAR (30) with

the largest number of young serv-

ing military attendees – a Lieu-

tenant Colonel, two captains, three

Lieutenants and a Warrant Officer

representing Bulgaria, Romania,

Albania and the Netherlands. They

were joined by two young Rus-

sians yet to enter military service,

two ex-military representatives

from Azerbaijan and the leader of

the Turkish MCF.  Support was provided

to Grozdan and Slavica by Fernando

Freire (the Portuguese MCF leader) and

his family, Mark Leakey, your reporter and

my wife Marianne, Rhett and Liesel

Parkinson and their family and, on our day

in Greece, by Vasilis Mamoulous, the Hel-

lenic MCF leader, and his family.

Our odyssey began in Sofia, where Groz-

dan briefed the party on the days ahead

and we had our first opportunity to pray

together. The Lord had already been at

work  through the 11th hour intervention of

the Holy Synod of the Orthodox Church in

Bulgaria, to ensure the release of the Az-

eris’ visas. The day before some of us at-

tended Holy Trinity Church, the church

pastored by Grozdan, where we had

joined in praying for a nine-year-old girl in

their congregation, who was not well and

whose story became a

spiritual leitmotif running

through our retreat. 

Then we were off, attired

in gloriously eclectic

walking kit in soaring

temperatures and loaded

into three hired

minibuses driven by the

officers of the St

George’s MCF. The first

discipline was that we

would be carrying every-

thing we needed for the first three days,

following our drop-off beside a gorgeous

lake in the Chilingira Region. The 

challenge was immediate – a first hour of

very steep climbing in over 30 degrees of

heat, which nearly did for one party mem-

ber, necessitating the intervention of our

mountain guide and medical doctor, Dr

Asen. To our delight, we discovered sev-

eral fountains built for the mountain com-

munity along our route, dispensing

copious very cold and delicious water, so

refreshing breaks were always to

be had. Day 1 also witnessed our

Azeri brothers’ agility and under-

standing of nature. They raced

around, diving into bushes and

emerging with haws and hips,

berries and mushrooms, even

fresh walnuts, which they gleefully

passed around and consumed as

we travelled. Our first evening was

spent in the village of Osikovo,

where Grozdan has ministered the Gospel

in the past, dispersed around the vil-

lagers. A delicious barbecue was followed

by our first teaching session on Christian

character from Mark Leakey and some

impromptu songs from the Osikovo Ladies

Choir!

The morning dawned fresh and cool but

with the promise of midday heat. We

prayed together and with some of our

hosts and blessed them as we departed

on a slightly less challenging but longer

leg to the Persenk Mountain Lodge. The

day heated up rapidly as we hiked

through typi-

cal Bulgarian

farmland and

forest, appre-

ciating the

shade offered

by the tower-

ing firs. Lunch

was in the for-

est, beside a

building built

on a very

solid-looking

rock (a biblical metaphor to mull over?)

and was most notable for the doctor’s

second intervention, to treat a cut to Mark

Leakey’s head incurred in the

exploring of a local cave. Thank-

fully the cut was not serious and

we were able to meander on en-

joying beautiful hill and breath-

taking dale to our evening stop.

Fernando Freire lead us in an

exploration of Nehemiah’s lead-

ership as we sat in the open air

with the dusk slowly enveloping

us in its soft embrace. A marvel-

lous barbecue of fresh trout was

followed by an evening of Chris-

tian song-singing in Russian,

Romanian, English, Portuguese

and Dutch. By now fellowship was sweet,

even where language threw up a barrier.

Thankfully, with Grozdan and our good

friend and translator Victor Makarov, those

difficulties were overcome.

The Lord was at work leading some of the

more mature Christians across the path of

those closer to the start of their spiritual

journey and our hike itself took on some-

thing of a metaphor of the Christian jour-

ney. Testimonies were unpacked as we

walked and there was much mutual en-

couragement in the faith.

Day 3 was the shortest leg of our journey

and some got ahead of the leader and

took a wrong turn! This necessitated Rhett

dropping his backpack and haring off after

them. However, we completed our leg in

time for an excellent late lunch at the

Rocky Bridges Lodge, our overnight stop.

In the afternoon we explored the beautiful

rock formations and caverns of the ‘Won-

drous Bridges’, where the climbing skills

of the Azeris, the young Russians and

young Parkinsons were much in evidence.

In the evening Rhett spoke on Christian

character, illustrating his thoughts with in-

sights into the characters of Saul and

David from 2 Kings. We then enjoyed a

great evening of prayer and worship

around a camp fire, led by many who

could play the guitar and sing. Thank you

to those who carefully carried the guitar

as well as their backpacks to facilitate our

worship.

Fernando’s evening Bible study

About to set off

Grozdan

Day 1 of Mountain hike



The next morning we ‘prayer walked’ on

the fringes of the forest. One of our Azeri

friends had had a word from the Lord 

concerning the illness of the little girl in

Sofia. The Lord had shown him that the

hospital had mis-diagnosed her condition,

which was not of the heart but of the

blood. We prayed into this extraordinary

revelation and, sure enough, the hospital

confirmed the new diagnosis later that 

afternoon. This was a real bolster to our

faith and an encouragement to the girl’s

family and to Holy Trinity. 

Our main event of the day was a visit to

the very beautiful, and gorgeously 

decorated, Bachkovo monastery. 

We enjoyed a fascinating tour, led by the

curator of their museum and then, in an

act of Christian brotherhood and deep

generosity, MMI’s friend His Eminence

Bishop Sionij, hosted a banquet of lamb

and vegetables in their Refectory. Much

was said over lunch about future 

collaboration and some germs of ideas for

the future may have been seeded. We

were blessed indeed.

Then a complete change of pace and of

challenge. We all enjoyed a leap of faith

down a zip wire high up in the mountains

overlooking the town of Smolyan, where

Grozdan has planted a church. We joined

members of that fellowship in the evening,

including their Pastor, Lev (Lion), and I

spoke on the leadership of Barnabas in

Acts. We enjoyed fellowship over 

seemingly endless supplies of pizza. 

The following day, we visited the basilica

at Gela, where this account started. The

presence of God in that place, as we

prayed out loud in our own languages,

was very powerful – the Spirit of God

moving now as the Spirit must have done

in the 5th Century. On we went, to Yagod-

ina, a Muslim village, where we enjoyed

an afternoon variously riding horses,  

travelling by jeep in the mountains or, in

my case, trying to write a sermon.

Our Azeri friends had to leave to fly home,

our prophet having said that the little girl

would begin her recovery on the tenth day.

Slavica drove them back to Sofia and, on

their request, took them to see the girl in

hospital. It transpired to be the tenth day

of her illness and the girl had begun to 

recover! She has a long road ahead but

there is a wall of prayer for her and the

Lord is good indeed.

And so to Philippi, a thrilling journey down

from the mountains across the Greek 

border and an hour on to the 

archaeological site. Well briefed by Maria,

our Greek guide, and with theological 

insights from Grozdan, Acts 16 came alive

before our eyes as we drank in the well-

preserved ruins and visualised Paul’s

beating and imprisonment, the salvation of

the jailer, the encounter with Lydia and the

foundation of the early church

there. Simply wonderful. We 

visited the probable site of

Lydia’s cloth dying industry and 

ministered to our hot feet in the

baptismal tributary of the river!

Our experience left this 

wonderful story etched indelibly

in our minds and hearts. 

On our way back, one minibus

broke-down and repair  took

some time meaning we could not

visit the Rila monastery;  the party readily

agreed that it was difficult to add to what

we had already experienced and so we

were content to wend

our way back to

Sofia,arriving  in the

late evening.

On our last day, we

gathered to enjoy

worship at Holy 

Trinity Church, where

the MMI contingent

outnumbered the 

normal congregation;

Grozdan, his son and

daughter led worship and I had the 

challenge of preaching on holiness from

John 8:2-11, the woman caught in 

adultery. The Lord challenges us to be

holy, as He is holy and Jesus tells us, 

as He told the woman, to go and sin no

more. We can only do this in the power of

the Holy Spirit and with a heart tender 

towards the Lord.

I think, for the thirty of us 

privileged to embark on this

year’s SAR, we experienced

enough of the Holy Spirit to

thirst for much more and our

hearts were certainly soft-

ened towards Him as He calls

us into deeper discipleship.

And such a spiritual venture

embracing nine countries –

is this not what the Lord

raised MMI up to do? 

“We felt the Lord amongst us” on the Summer Adventure Retreat
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Campfire praise and  worship

Lunch with Bishop Sionij

Carrying the guitar

baptismal tributary- foot bathing!

Philippi



On behalf of Austria`s National 

Defence Force Chaplaincy, Senior-

Militaerdekan Magister Johannes

Dopplinger conducted a 5-day 

seminar on military ethics in Vienna

and invited Col. (ret.) Hermann Meyer

as the main speaker. The target

group were officers and NCOs in

leadership positions and also civil

members of the Austrian National 

Defence force in similar functions.

Hermann gave lectures with 

subsequent workshops on two 

essential topics for leadership 

personnel: ethical and leadership-

specific  challenges in combat and 

also  he gave insight into God`s 

reliable promises and powerful help and

assistance in how to overcome diabolic-

initiated snares, entanglements and 

temptations which encroach authority,

power that very often comes with military

leadership positions. Colonel Meyer used

examples on both topics from  his own

military career of more than 40 years. 

Several boxes of German language Cam-

ouflage Bibles from the charity Operation

Centurion were given out and accepted 

with much appreciation and thanks to

all supporters who contribute to this

project, through their faithful and 

generous donations to Centurion.      

Austria`s AGES (MCF Arbeits-

Gemeinschaft Evangelischer Sol-

daten) members  who were attending

expressed their interest in closer 

collaboration and exchange with CoV

and other European MCFs. 

In the aftermath of the seminar

several AGES-members joined

the German-language Prayer

Group for AMCF-region Africa

Southern which was founded

during TMTI 2019 (see

MMI newsletter spring 2019 or

MMI website).  

The German MCF Corneliusvereinigung met for a 4 day long

weekend in  Meinerzhagen, to contemplate and discuss this cen-

tral term of Christian faith. Sola Gratia (Grace alone) - as Martin

Luther stated after he translated the Bible - was discussed

among the attending CoV-members and its meaning interpreted

for the individual lives of military Christians. 

Chaplain Martin Huefkens from the  German Protestant Military

Chaplaincy gave the introductory lesson on God`s grace and

moderated subsequent workshops helped by CoV-members. For

Almighty God, for HIM Who has no limitations of possibilities,

Grace is not merely a noble add-on but it is the inner core of His

nature. Why is that so? Why is God showing grace and forgive-

ness although we are letting Him down over and over again? It is

grace that comes out of incomparable love (John 3:16). In a fur-

ther workshop-unit the attendees talked about moments in their

lives‘ where they clearly had recognised that His grace had been

poured out upon them. How did this grace materialize? What cir-

cumstances caused God`s action to be recognized as gracious?

And in particular: Does the receiving of undeserved grace effect

our attitude, our behaviour towards ourselves and towards oth-

ers? What has changed? The third workshop unit considered

human grace. When are we gracious? To whom? Are there 

conditions or prerequisites that have to be fulfilled before we

grant grace to a person?

These small group discussions and contemplations led into a 

plenary reflection on where and how we are meant by God to

show grace as Christians (Mt. 28:21-35 and Eph. 4:32).

During these days of fellowship four young cadets and officers

were welcomed as new members of CoV and some went on to

participate at TMTI 2019. 

As both CoV-chairmen, Col (GS) Sascha Zierold, and CoV-

Deputy, Col (GS) Axel von Freymann, were on deployment, a

greeting message from Axel via Skype from Baghdad was 

transmitted live  during the annual CoV conference, which was

also held during the weekend. The retreat ended with an 

ecumenical service at the center`s chapel.

CoV`s autumn retreat will be held over Reformation Day ( 31

October) 2019 in Vallendar/Koblenz and will include a further

session of the German language Prayer Group for AMCF 

region Africa Southern on Friday, 01nov, 16.00-18.00h.

Europe MMI 
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Germany’s CoV studies Grace at Early Summer Retreat

by  Rev. Grozdan Stoevski RTL Europe

Main picture:Delegates receiving

Camaflage Bibles.

Below: Hermann with MilDek 

Johannes Dopplinger and 

Chaplain Assistant Kobald of

AUT NDF Chaplaincy Vienna 

Austria: Camouflage Bibles distributed at Military Ethics Seminar 

New officers and cadets welcomed by Col Hermann Meyer. Also in

the photo are Roger and Margaret Hogan, military missionaries 

(Operation Centurion since 1994) from US.

by Colonel (ret) Hermann Meyer - CoV + MMI Fieldworker Africa Southern/East

Operation Centurion is a Christian non-profit organization reaching

out to Russian, German and NATO soldiers and their families.
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With the 29 NATO members and around 20 more observer 

nations, 2,000 families (never mind those either single or 

unaccompanied) and covering an enormous area of Belgium

near Mons, Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe

(SHAPE) has potential for MMI. An opeing at SHAPE has been

in our prayers for some time and the opportunity presented by

MMI trustee and Europe RPPG member Roland Shuli and his

family being stationed there and being members of the 

International Bible Church (IBC) has opened a door. En route

home from EMCM in February the MMI contingent met the 

pastor and it was clear that some kind of relationship between

MMI and IBC would be welcomed, with Roland and fellow-

church member and long-term friend of MMI Ramunas 

Stankevichus (Lt Col Retd, from Lithuania) as points of contact.

The possibility of MMI attending the annual September SHAPE-

FEST was also discussed. In early July AMCF VP Mike Terry

and Phil Exner (director, ACCTS) had the opportunity to visit 

Belgium and, while there, SHAPE. 

SHAPE-FEST ran over Friday and Saturday 6 and 7 September.

The IBC hosted an MMI table in their tent manned by Roland,

Elizabeth, Ramunas, with Mark joining them on the Saturday.

This presented an opportunity to get to know a number of IBC

members including the newly in post Senior pastor ,Trevor Harris

who is “originally from the UK”. Mark extended an invitation for

the Pastor or an elder of the church to attend the next EMCM. 

Unfortunately the tent was essential due to heavy rain showers!

This meant that not many people visited the stall, although we

were able to talk to a few people about MMI. We trust the Lord

will bring the increase. 

Mark attended IBC with Roland, Elizabeth and their family,

where they were able to re-connect and to talk further with some

of those who had been running the stand  . The church has a 

vision to equip military men and women and their families during

their time at SHAPE so they may return home prepared to serve

the Lord more effectively where He places them. They might al-

most wonder - "What might God do if every military Christian had

someone to stand with them?"! 

MMI at SHAPE

MMI Day of 

‘Strategic

Prayer’
for the 

MMI 

Regions

Saturday 26 October

WHERE: Winchester 

Vineyard church, Unit A,

Bar End Rd, Winchester 

SO23 9NR

Plenty of parking.

WHEN: 10.00am-4.30pm

coffee from 09.30

Tea/Coffee provided. 

Bring your own lunch.

Please let us know if

you plan to attend, 

email:

admin@mmi.org.uk or

call 01252 311222

by Mark Hibbert-Hingston MMI Secretary + Chair Europe RPPG

Elizabeth Shuli and Ramunas Stankevichus



Autumn Aspiration in the

Middle East:
RTL Middle East,Richard, has been requested

to visit Lebanon, this Autumn. The flight is

£250 + in-country expenses. To support this

visit please identify your gift as ‘For

Lebanon visit’
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MMI Stop-Press
Calendar

September

27-12 Oct Madegascar

October

11-13: Czech MCF

Meeting + Zeliv

Monastery visit

17-20: Adria Interaction

25-27: Romanian MCF

meeting 

26th 

MMI Prayer Day

at Winchester 

Vinyard church

November

4 Aspirational events

if funding is found

Forward planning

2020

January

13-16: MMI Team 

Retreat 

May

16th: Supporters

Spring event

October

10th 2020: Supporters

Autumn event.

Personal Data Privacy Notice. MMI does not share your

personal data with any other organization and has policies

in place to keep it secure. Should you wish to change or

delete the personal data we hold for you please email

headoffice@mmi.org.uk   

Autumn Aspiration in East Africa: £300

needed

Both Max and the AMCF VP for East Africa are concerned about

Kenya, which was once a lighthouse to the region.  They both feel

the VP needs to visit Kenya to encourage and mobilise military

Christians there  and to encourage their involvement  in regional

events. As a serving Brigadier, there are few opportunities to be

away, but there is a window at the beginning of November. MMI

needs to find £300 for the flight and the VP will travel alone. If you

would like to help Brig David Wakaloo go on a ministry trip to Kenya

in Nov please identify your gift as ‘For VP visit to  Kenya’

Autumn Aspiration in Europe: £700 needed

for

International Orthodox Consultation 23-24 November

MMI had hoped to be able to hold a third Orthodox Consultation this autumn.

Planning had started, but lack of funding prohibited the event running as an MMI

event. However, MMI has been approached by the Theological Department of

Sofia University to contribute to a two-day Conference, on the theme of “the role of

military ministry as a form of church social outreach work”. Grozdan is joining a

team of three professors to organize the event. MMI has been asked to find an ap-

propriate guest speaker (an Orthodox military Chaplain)and fund the speaker’s

travel costs. To do this a minimum of £700 is needed. If you would like to be part

of this exciting development and partnership with Sofia University please identify

your gift as ‘For Orthodox Consultation 3’ Every £ will help! Pray that God will pro-

vide the resources to cover MMI’s involvement

Autumn Aspiration in S Asia: £400needed
We are in faith that RTL S Asia, Paddy, will be able to join

Pastor Blesson on an Indian road trip this autumn and attend

the India MCF meeting, which funding problems meant he

didn’t attend last year. Some difficult and contentious issues

have arisen in the young MCF of India which will be dis-

cussed at the meeting. 
Funding is being sought but is currently £400 short. If you

can help fund the India ministry trip  please identify

your gift as for ‘RTL India visit’.

MMI’s programme for November is not yet

fully funded. 

Please pray for these  opportunities 


